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Plainfield Public Schools 

English Language Arts 

Curriculum Unit 

 

Grade 3 

 

Unit of Study 1                       Informational/Opinion 
Pacing 5-7 Weeks 

 
Unit Overview 

 
This unit will introduce informational and opinion writing.  Students 
will use a variety of texts with varying features to enhance their 
understanding of informational text features. This unit will focus on 
reading informational text to research a topic. After researching the 
topic from at least two sources, students will use the compiled 
information to write and publish an informative brochure. All writing 
will be done using correct grammar and conventions.  Finally, 
students use facts and details obtained through research to write 
an opinion piece. By the end of this unit, students will have 
completed a core requirement for their writing portfolio. 
 
 

 

UNIT STANDARDS 

 
PRIORITY STANDARDS  
 
Reading Informational Text:  
           RI.3.1    Ask and answer questions, and make relevant connections to    
demonstrate understanding of a text, referring explicitly to the text as the basis 
for the answers. 

RI.3.2    Determine the main idea of a text; recount the key details and   
explain how they support the main idea.  

Writing:  
W.3.1    Write opinion pieces on topics or texts, supporting a point of view  
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              with reasons.  
 

W.3.1a  Introduces the topic of the text they are writing about, state an 
opinion, and create an organizational structure that lists reasons.  

 
W.3.1c  Use linking words and phrases (e.g.; because, therefore, since, for 

example) to connect opinion and reasons. 
 
W.3.1d  Provide a conclusion. 

 
Language:  

L.3.4a   Use sentence-level context as a clue to the meaning of a word or 
phrase. 

 
 

SUPPORTING STANDARDS  
 
Reading Literature:  

RL.3.1  Ask and answer questions, and make relevant connections to 
demonstrate understanding of a text, referring explicitly to the text as the 
basis for the answers.  

RL.3.2  Recount stories, including fables, folktales, and myths from diverse  
             cultures; determine the central message/theme, lesson, or moral and 
explain how it is revealed through key details in the text. 
 
RL.3.7  Use information gained from illustrations (e.g., maps, photographs) and 

the words in a text to demonstrate understanding of the text (e.g., where, 
when, why, and how key events occur).  

 
Reading Informational 
 

RI.3.7   Use information gathered from text features (e.g., illustrations, maps, 
photographs) and the words in a text to demonstrate understanding of 
the text (e.g., where, when, why, and how key events occur). 

 
 
Reading Foundations Skills:  

RF.3.3   Identify and know the meaning of most common prefixes and 
derivational suffixes.  

RF.3.4  Read with grade-appropriate and fluency to support comprehension.  
 

 
Writing:  

W.3.3    Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or events using 
narrative technique, descriptive details, and clear event sequences.  
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W.3.4    With guidance and support from peers and adults, develop and 
strengthen writing as needed by planning, revising, and editing. (grade 
specific expectations for writing types are defined in standards 1-3)  

W.3.5    With guidance and support from peers and adults, develop and 
strengthen writing as needed by planning, and revising, and editing. 
(Editing for conventions should demonstrate command of Language 
standards 1-3 up to and including grade 3). 

 
Speaking and Listening 
          SL.3.3    Ask and answer questions about information from a speaker, offering  
                        appropriate elaboration and detail. 

 
 

Language:  
L.3.1     Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English grammar  
             and usage when writing or speaking  
L.3.2     Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English 

capitalization, punctuation, and spelling when writing.  
L.3.4     Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple-meaning word 

and phrases based on grade 3 reading and content, choosing flexibly 
from a range of strategies. 

 

“UNWRAPPED” District Power Standards 

 
DISTRICT POWER STANDARDS 
 
Reading Informational Text  
 
          RI.3.1    ASK and ANSWER questions, and make relevant connections to 
DEMONSTRATE understanding of a text, REFERRING explicitly to the text as the basis 
for the answers. 
   

RI.3.2 DETERMINE the main idea of a text, RECOUNT the key details and 
explain how they SUPPORT the main idea.  
 

 
Writing: 

W.3.1a  INTRODUCE the topic of the text they are writing about, STATE an 
opinion, and CREATE an organizational structure that lists reasons.  
 
W.3.1.c USE linking words and phrases (e.g., because, therefore, since, for 
example) to CONNECT opinions and reasons. 
 
W.3.1d   PROVIDE a conclusion. 
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“Unwrapped” Skills 
(students need to be able to do) 

“Unwrapped” Concepts 
(students need to know) 

DOK 
Levels 

 
POWER STANDARD: RI.3.1 

ASK and ANSWER 
 
 
DEMONSTRATE 
 
REFERRING 

Questions and make relevant 
connections 
 
Understanding of a text 
 
Explicitly to  the text as the basis 
for your answers 

2 

  Students Know: 

 Details and examples from informational text can be used as evidence to support 
an answer. 

 Readers refer to explicit information in an informational text to support their 
conclusions. 

 Explicit information is stated directly in the informational text. 

  Students Can: 

 Ask questions about an informational text referring to explicit details and 
examples from the text.  

 Answer questions about an informational text using explicit details and 
examples from the text to support their answer.  

 Make relevant connections about an informational text. 
 Find evidence within an informational text to support an answer.  
 Refer to text when drawing conclusions. 

 
 

 

 
POWER STANDARD: RI.3.2 
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DETERMINE 
 
RECOUNT 
 
SUPPORT 

The main idea of a text 
 
Key details 
 
Main idea 

2-3 
 
2 
 
2 
 
 
 
 

   

 

Students Know: 

 The main idea of a text is the central thought or point the author is making about   
a topic. 

 Recount means to retell with details. 
 The main idea is often stated explicitly in informational text. 
 An author will often use signal words to introduce supporting details (e.g., such 

as, also, for example, one reason). 

  Students Can: 

 Identify details from the text that were used to determine the main idea. 
 Explain how the details from the text support the main idea. 
 Determine the main idea of a text. 
 Use signal words to locate supporting details in the text. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

POWER STANDARD: W.3.1a 

INTRODUCE Topic of text 3 
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STATE 
 
CREATE 

 
Opinion 
 
Organizational structure 

 Lists reasons 

 
 
3 
 

   

Students Know: 

 An introduction section includes background information as well as the clearly 
stated opinion statement. 

 The introduction section informs the reader of the organizational structure of the 
piece.  

 The purpose of an opinion piece is to state the writer's point of view. 

  Students Can: 

 State an opinion on a topic or text.  
 Determine relevant reasons to best support the opinion. 
 Write an introduction that provides a purpose and background information about 

a topic.  

 
POWER STANDARD: W.3.1.c 

USE 
 
CONNECT 

Linking words and phrases 
 
Opinions and reasons 

2 

Students Know: 

 Linking words and phrases (e.g., because, therefore, since, for example). 

Students Can: 

 Determine appropriate linking words to make a connection between their 
opinions and reasons. 

 
 Compose an organized opinion piece that uses linking words and phrases. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

POWER STANDARD W.3.1.d 
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PROVIDE Conclusion 2 

   

Students Know: 

   A conclusion can be one or more sentences (e.g., a concluding section).  

  Students Can: 

  Make the connection between the introduction and conclusion. 

 

 Unit Vocabulary Terms 

“Unwrapped” Power Standards 
Concepts 

 

 evidence 

 explicit/explicitly 

 informational text 

 reference/refer 

 support 

 key details 

 main idea 

 recount/retell 

 signal words 

 supporting detail 

 point of view  

 reason 

 organizational structure  

 relevant 

 text 

 connect 

 linking words 

 phrases 

 reasons 

 concluding statement  

Supporting Standards Concepts and 
Other Unit-Specific Terms  

 
 

 referring 

 recount 

 gained 

 suffixes 

 grade appropriate 

 opinion 

 supporting 

 imagined 

 effective 

 techniques 

 sequences 

 guidance 

 specific 

 expectations 

 conventions 

 grammar 

 capitalization 

 punctuation 

 clarify 

 section 
 

 

 

Essential Questions  Corresponding Big Ideas 
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1. How does using explicit evidence 

from informational text 
demonstrate understanding? 
 
 

2. How does identifying key details 
help to identify the main idea and 
build understanding of the text? 
 
 
 

3. How does the author of an opinion 
piece support his/her point of 
view? 
 

 
 
 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
1. Proficient readers explicitly refer to 

the informational text by asking 
and answer questions to 
demonstrate understanding. 
 

2. Identifying the main idea and 
details in an informational text 
helps the reader to understand the 
author's message. 
 
 

3. An author of an opinion piece can 
support their point of view by 
stating an opinion thesis statement 
and providing reasons to support 
their opinion with facts and details. 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 

UNIT ASSESSMENTS 
 

Pre-Assessment 
Plainfield Public Schools Unit Assessment 

 
 

Post-Assessment 
 

 
Unit Assessment 

 
Essential Questions Post-Assessment 
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Engaging Learning Scenario 

 
 

 
     The Travel Channel is piloting a new series featuring interesting places to visit. They 

are interviewing students for the position of a reporter. You always dreamed about being 

on television and this is your big chance! In order to prepare for the interview you will 

need to create an appealing brochure to present to the Travel Channel producers. The 

students with the most informative and interesting brochures will have their chance to be 

on television!  Good Luck! 

 

 

Performance Task Synopses 

Task 1: 
 
  Brainstorm and Planning 
  Explore books, maps, travel brochures, and online sites to generate a list of interesting 
  places to research. Develop a list of questions to guide your research.  
  In preparation for your research, determine which topics will be the focus of your research. 
 
. 
Task 2:  
   
   Research and Record 
   Based on the questions and topics you think are important to include in your brochure, you  
   will begin your research. You will use several sources to gain information on the place you   
  selected. You will take notes as your research. 
 
Task 3: 
   Create a Brochure  
   List your destination with captions describing the highlights of the place you selected and key 
   information under each heading. 
 
Task 4  
   Write an Opinion Piece 
   Write an opinion piece stating why you think the place you selected should be featured on the 
   Travel Channel. Be sure to use evidence you found during your research to support your   
   opinion. 
 
Optional:  Create a commercial for the place you researched convincing others to come and 
visit. 
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Performance Task # 1 
In Detail 

 
Power Standards: 

RI.3.1 
 
Supporting Standards: 

RI.3.7, SL.3.3, L.3.2 
 

Note to the teacher: This unit has flexibility in determining a place to research. Some 
suggestions include towns, cities, states, countries. A place can also be a historical place, 
a national park, or other points of interest. Prior to sending students off to investigate, you 
will do a brainstorming lesson and chart responses. You may also want students to have 
to option of working with partners or in groups. If possible, bring travel brochures to class 
and have students look through the various ways brochures are laid out.  
 
Student Directions: 
 

TASK 1: Brainstorm and Planning 
             Research information in books, maps, photographs, travel brochures and 

online resources to investigate places you would be interested in learning 
more about. You may also want to interview people who have in-depth 
knowledge of the place to help guide your research. 

 

 Brainstorm with your class a list of places that might be interesting to 
research.  

 Select a place to research. 

 With a partner discuss some things you think would be interesting or 
important to know about the place you are researching. With a partner 
write down your questions. Think about what you would want to know 
about the place you selected prior to traveling there. 

 Look at your list of questions and chose five questions to research. 

 Take a look at “Things to include in a travel brochure” and decide 
which items you think are important. You may want to add some ideas 
of your own. 
 
 

Possible Things to Include in a Travel Brochure  

• Brief summary of the setting, with highlights of important places  

• Location, including a map  

• Geography  
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• Major cities, Well-known places  

• Historic Sites and Landmarks  

• Recreation and Outdoor Activities—parks, sports, water  

• Entertainment  

• Climate and overall weather conditions  

• Transportation  

• Arts and Culture, including museums, theaters, places to visit  

• Languages and Local Dialect  

• Food that the area is known for  

• Pictures/Graphics  

• Additional Information  

(The printable link to this chart is located in the resource section at the 
end of this unit. This list could also be placed on a chart and displayed in 
the classroom) 

 

 Think about resources you could use to locate information on the place 
you chose. Discuss these resources with your partner.  Pick at least 2 
sources to use as a way to gather your information. 

 Look through several brochures to see how brochures are formatted. 
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Lesson Suggestions to Support Task 1 

 

Ask the students to share their travel stories: 

 Where did they go?  

 How did they decide to go to these places?  

 What were their favorite moments in their travels?  

 What was the best place to eat?  The best place to stay?  The activity that was the 

most fun?  

If the students haven't traveled recently, ask them if there are places they would like 

to go.  

 Why would they want to go to that place?  

 What do they know about it already?  

 What would they want to know before they go?  

 Where would they look for that information? 

 
To teach students how to ask and answer questions to demonstrate understanding: 

 Using informational books, ask a question and think aloud how it helped you 

understand.  Readers of nonfiction pose questions when their comprehension 

falters or as a way to cement understandings, sentence by sentence.  For example, 

“What does hibernation mean?  I sort of think it has something to do with winter, but 

I’ll read on to see if the author explains it.” 

 Use chart paper to record students’ questions about a shared text as you read.  

Then, after reading, go back and answer these questions.  Encourage students to 

pose analytical (how, why) questions along with literal (who, what, where, when) 

questions.  Code if questions were answered literally (L), inferentially (I), or not 

answered at all (NA). 

 Over time, help students grasp that readers pose questions before reading (What’s 

my purpose for reading this?), during reading (What’s with all the descriptions of 

sunlight in each chapter?), and after reading (What did the main character finally 

learn?). 

 Have students practice posing questions on their own (independently).  Students 

can annotate on the text where they have questions.  Have students share them 

with a partner or the class. 

 Use lessons found in the comprehension toolkit Ask Questions (book 3). 
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Performance Task #1Scoring Guide 

 

4 3 
 

2 
 

1 

□ All “Proficient” 
criteria plus: 
 

 Created 
more than 5 
questions 

 

 Chose 
more than 3 
resources 

 

 Selected a place 
 

 Created list of 
question with 
partners 

 

 Wrote five 
questions to 
research 

 

 Chose two 
resources. 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 Meets 3 of the 
“Proficient” 
criteria 

 

 Meets fewer 
than 3 of the 
“Proficient” 
criteria 
 

 Task to be 
repeated after 
re-teaching 

 
 

 Comments: 
 

Key 

4 = Exceeding the Standards 

3= Meeting the Standards 

2= Approaching the Standards 

1= Below Standard 
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Performance Task # 2 
In Detail 

 
Power Standards 
           RI.3.1, RI.3.2 
 

Interdisciplinary Connections and 
Related Focus Standards 

Specific to Task #1 

21st Century Learning Skills 
Specific to Task #1 

 
 Check all those that apply to the task: 

 

x  Technology/multimedia 

N.J.C.C.C.S. Technology 

Standards: 

8.1.4.A.1 

Demonstrate effective input of text 

and data using an input device.    

❑  Math 

❑  Science 

❑  Social Studies 

❑  Art/Music 

√   Other 

SL.4.1 

 

 Check all those that apply for each task:  
 

√  Teamwork and Collaboration 

❑ Initiative and Leadership 

√  Curiosity and Imagination 

❑ Innovation and Creativity  

√  Critical thinking and Problem Solving 

❑ Flexibility and Adaptability 

❑ Effective Oral and Written Communication 

√   Accessing and Analyzing Information 

❑ Other 
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Supporting Standards: 
           RI.3.7, L.3.1, L.3.2, L.3.4, W.3.4, W.3.5, W.3.7, W.3.8, W.3.10 
 
 

 
Note to teacher:  This task will require several days to accurately complete. Lessons on 

locating key details should be taught prior to assigning this task. You will need to 
model the process with the entire class prior to having students work 
independently or in groups. The link for the research graphic organizer can be 
found in the resource section of this unit or you may create your own.  

 
TASK 2:   

Research 
   Based on the questions and topics you think are important to include in a brochure,  
you will begin your research with your partner. You will research key details that support                                  
brochure headings. 
    

 

 Begin researching the place you selected. Use a graphic organizer  
provided to record information. 

 Include any additional information you find interesting or informative. 

 Read through the information and locate important facts.. 

 Write down only the important facts that answer the questions not every 
word that is written. 

 Give credit to the source: author, title, copyright date. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
Lesson Suggestions to Support Task 2 

To have students conduct short research projects: 

 Choose a question as a class and work collaboratively to answer it. 

 Collect numerous books and other resources that will help answer this question for 

students to access. 
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 Conduct Inquiry Circles—allowing students to investigate a topic and share their 

learning with a small group studying the same topic.  Have groups share their 

research in some way (a project, presentation, report, etc.) with the class. 

 Teach students how to gather data or investigate a topic... 

 Model for students how to take notes when gathering information or observing.  

Teach them how to take notes to answer specific questions or to address specific 

aspects of their subject they want to learn (e.g., the habitat of the grizzly bear, the 

appearance of the grizzly bear).  Encourage students to create “thick” questions 

that are answered in depth, versus “thin” questions that can be answered in one or 

two words to frame their research (e.g., a “thin” question would be “When did 

Columbus make his first journey?—1492” versus a “thick” question—“Why did 

Columbus want to go on the expedition and why did Queen Isabella finance him?”  

This question requires more research and depth and leads to a greater 

understanding.). 

 Provide students with graphic organizers in order to take notes and gather 

information. 

 

To have students use several sources to build knowledge through investigation of 

different aspects of a topic: 

 Provide students with multiple texts and sites that provide information on the same 

topic. 

 Gather and collect multiple sources for topics students are investigating. 

 Encourage students to seek out and bring into the classroom multiple sources to 

use for their research projects. 

 Provide multiple sources/resources around content-area topics so students have 

access to multiple sources across the curriculum. 

 

 

To have students gather relevant information or recall information from 

experiences: 

 Model for students or co-construct with them how to gather materials and access 

information on a given topic, by using a written text under a document camera or an 

interactive whiteboard or tablet.  Model highlighting relevant information, annotating 

in the margins, or using sticky notes to synthesize/paraphrase information. 

 Model for students how to recall and record notes on information they already know 

about a topic.  Have them practice independently, perhaps using graphic 

organizers. 

To help students summarize or paraphrase information in notes and finished work: 
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 Model using the document camera or interactive whiteboard with a shared text.  

Highlight or annotate important information, then using note cards summarize the 

highlighted information. 

 Allow students to practice using a shared piece of text or website. 

 Create charts and organizers delineating how to summarize text. 

 

To help students provide a list of sources:. 

 Provide a template for students to fill in as they access resources. 

 Use websites that create bibliographies for students to record their resources. 

 

To teach students how to ask and answer questions to demonstrate understanding: 

 Use chart paper to record students’ questions about a shared text as you read.  

Then, after reading, go back and answer these questions.  

 Have students practice posing questions on their own (independently).  Students 

can annotate on the text where they have questions.  Have students share them 

with a partner or the class. 

 

To help your English language learners, try this: 

 Confer with students and have them read aloud a portion of the text.  Then stop 

and have them tell you what questions they have about what they’ve read. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
Performance Task # 2 Scoring Guide 

 
 

4 3 
 

2 
 

1 
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□ All “Proficient” 
criteria plus: 
 

 Used 3 or 
more 
resources 
  

 Included 
additional 
information 

 Used 2 sources in 
research 
 

 Completed graphic 
organizer 

 

 Created headings 
 

 Used key details to 
support heading 

 
 

 

 Meets 3 of the 
“Proficient” 
criteria 

 

 Meets fewer 
than 2 of the 
“Proficient” 
criteria 

 Task to be 
repeated after 
re-teaching 

 Comments: 
 

 

 

 

Key 

4 = Exceeding the Standards 

3= Meeting the Standards 

2= Approaching the Standards 

1= Below Standard 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Interdisciplinary Connections and 
Related Focus Standards 

Specific to Task #2 

21st Century Learning Skills 
Specific to Task #2 
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Performance Task # 3 
In Detail 

 
 
Power Standards: 
           RI.3.1, RI.3.2 
 

 Check all those that apply to the task: 

 

❑  Technology/multimedia 

N.J.C.C.C.S. Technology Standards: 

8.1.4.A.1 

Demonstrate effective input of text 

and data using an input device.    

❑  Math 

❑  Science 

❑  Social Studies 

❑  Art/Music 

√   Other 

SL.4.1 

 

 Check all those that apply for each task:  
 

√  Teamwork and Collaboration 

❑ Initiative and Leadership 

❑ Curiosity and Imagination 

√ Innovation and Creativity  
√ Critical thinking and Problem Solving 

❑ Flexibility and Adaptability 

√ Effective Oral and Written Communication 
√ Accessing and Analyzing Information 

❑ Other 
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Additional Standards: 
           RI.3.7, L.3.1, L.3.2, L.3.4, W.3.4, W.3.5, W.3.7, W.3.8, W.3.10, RF.3.4, RF.3.4c 
 
 
 
TASK 3:  CREATE A BROCHURE: Determine the topics you think are important to include 

in your brochure.  Based on the information you obtained from your research, determine 
which features you will use in your brochure. Use a computer program or a paper template 
to design a brochure identifying researched destinations with headings (main ideas) and 
key ideas.  

 

 Insert a brief and interesting summary of each heading that focuses on key 
details.  

 Using magazines, brochures or online images layout pictures for a brochure. 

 Use researched materials from task two to write captions for each picture. 

 Share your brochure with your partner or cooperative group, using a rubric to 
score your brochure. 

 Make revisions to your brochure after conferencing with your teacher. 

 Make sure you have an illustrated cover page with title, name and date. 

 Edit your writing correcting capitalization, punctuation and grammar.  
 
 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Lesson Suggestions to Support Task 3 
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Provide lessons on what makes a successful travel brochure. Collect travel brochures from 

travel agents, the local chamber of commerce, or a near-by convention and visitor's bureau. 

Or, together, you can look online at some travel examples: 

.  

 Examine them together.  

 Are there maps, photos, diagrams, or other illustrations?  

 What kind of language and vocabulary is used?  

 How is text presented in paragraphs, sentences, phrases, or bulleted lists?  

 Are there specific places highlighted? If so what kind? 

 

What additional information do they need to make a useful travel brochure?  Ask them to 

think about these questions:  

 Who is your audience for this brochure?  

 What is your purpose?  

 What qualities of a brochure (maps, diagrams, photos, bulleted lists, etc.) would help 

you create a brochure that will be useful for your audience? 

 
To use information gained from illustrations and words in a text (e.g., maps and 

photographs) to demonstrate understanding: 

 Provide students with informational text.  Pose questions for them that can be 

answered by drawing on information from the text and the illustrations, maps, and 

graphs. 

 Collect a wide assortment of informational texts with photographs, maps, and other 

visuals.  Have students write on sticky notes how the illustration or map adds 

meaning, and then place their sticky note directly on the illustration.  Share their 

thinking in groups, with partners, or with you in a conference. 

 

 Provide students with a key question or topic and then identify a set of websites to 

browse.  Working independently or in groups, students determine which website had 

the best illustrations, maps, or photographs (or oral). 

 

http://www.readwritethink.org/parent-afterschool-resources/activities-projects/design-travel-brochure-30297.html?main-tab=2#glossary
http://www.readwritethink.org/parent-afterschool-resources/activities-projects/design-travel-brochure-30297.html?main-tab=2#glossary
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To interpret information presented visually, orally, or quantitatively (e.g., in charts, 

graphs, diagrams, timelines, animations, or interactive elements on webpages) and 

explain how the information contributes to an understanding of the text: 

 Explicitly teach what visual elements are in informational text and how they help the 

reader build meaning.  Start a class chart that names text features—with pictures and 

examples attached. 

 After reading a text on a particular subject, have students use digital sources—

websites, blogs, podcasts, videos, and so on about the same topic and then explain 

how the information presented in this different format helps to understand the text at a 

deeper level. 
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Performance Task #3 Scoring Guide 

 

4 3 
 

2 
 

1 

 

□ All “Proficient” 

criteria plus: 
 

□The brochure 

has exceptionally 
attractive 
formatting and 
well-organized 
information above 
the requirements. 
 
 
 
 

 All facts in the 
brochure are 
accurate 

 Key details 
support the main 
ideas 

 The brochure is  
well-organized  

 Pictures go well 
with the text and 
there is a good 
mix of text and 
pictures 

 Each picture is 
supported with a 
text 

 Included an 
illustrated cover 
page with 
heading, name 
and date 

 Capitalization and 
punctuation are 
correct 
throughout the 
brochure 

 

 Meets 5-6 of 
the 
“Proficient” 
criteria 

 

 Meets fewer than 
5 of the 
“Proficient” 
criteria 

 Task to be 
repeated after re-
teaching 

 Comments: 
 

 

Key 

4 = Exceeding the Standards 

3= Meeting the Standards 

2= Approaching the Standards 

1= Below Standard 

 

Interdisciplinary Connections and 
Related Focus Standards 

Specific to Task 3 

21st Century Learning Skills 
Specific to Task 3 
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Performance Task # 4 
In Detail 

 
 
 Check all those that apply to the task: 

 

√   Technology/multimedia 

N.J.C.C.C.S. Technology 
 Standards: 
8.1.4.A.1 
Demonstrate effective input 
 of text and data using an  
input device.    

❑  Math 

❑  Science 

❑  Social Studies 

❑  Art/Music 

√   Other 

SL.4.1 
 

 Check all those that apply for each task:  
 

❑ Teamwork and Collaboration 

❑ Initiative and Leadership 

❑ Curiosity and Imagination 

√ Innovation and Creativity  

❑ Critical thinking and Problem Solving 

❑ Flexibility and Adaptability 

√ Effective Oral and Written Communication 
√ Accessing and Analyzing Information 

❑ Other 
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Power Standard: 
    W.3.1a,c,d 
 
Additional  Standards: 
 
   RI.3.7, L.3.1, L.3.2, L.3.4, W.3.1b, W.3.4, W.3.5, W.3.7, W.3.8, W.3.10 
 

Student Directions: 
 
TASK 4:   
Write an Opinion Piece 
   Write an opinion piece stating why you think the place you selected should be featured  
   on the travel channel. 
 

 State your opinion and list several reasons why the place you selected should be 
featured. 

 

 Your opinion piece should include: 
o An introduction 
o Cleary stated opinion 
o Several reasons to support opinion (based on your research) 
o Details to support reasons 
o Linking words and phrases (e.g., because, therefore, since, for example). 
o A conclusion 

 
Optional assignment: Create a commercial convincing someone to come and visit your 
place. Include facts and information from your research. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Lesson Suggestions to Support Task 4 
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To help students understand and learn to write opinions: 

 Share multiple examples of opinion pieces—from books, to book reviews, editorials, 

sports columns, persuasive letters, and so on—and discuss how opinion writing is 

different from narrative and informative/explanatory texts. 

 List on chart paper types of opinion writing (editorials, letters to the editor, movie 

reviews, blogs, etc.). 

 Share expectations for opinion writing.  Create rubrics breaking down the 

requirements of this type of piece. 

 Model for students how to write an opinion piece, explicitly thinking aloud what you 

are doing as you write the introduction, state your opinion, give reasons why for that 

opinion, and conclude your writing. 

 Introduce persuasive letter writing (which contains the same basic elements as an 

opinion piece) and explain that a persuasive letter, like an opinion piece, is written 

to change someone’s mind and effect change.  Decide on an authentic topic—

something students would really like to change—and write a class letter to model 

how it’s done.  Post the sample letter prominently in the classroom so that students 

can try writing their own letters during their writing time of day.  Select recipients 

who may actually write a letter in response to the letter students send. 

 

 

To teach students how to generate and use reasons, facts, and details: 

 Select a topic that has a lot of student buy-in (adopting rescue dogs and cats, 

stopping poaching of elephants, etc.).  Model for students how to generate a list of 

reasons to support an opinion. 

 After generating reasons, model how to determine facts and details to support each 

reason, quickly consulting texts and online sources. 

 Draw in front of the students by choosing one reason and thinking aloud as you add 

details.  Continue to model, adding additional reasons. 

 Provide graphic organizers to help students give an opinion and then provide a 

reason (My favorite sports team is __________, because __________.  Another 

reason it is a favorite is because __________, etc.). 

 Provide graphic organizers or webs to then take each reason and add facts and 

details in support. 

 

To teach students to write introductions where they introduce a topic or text clearly 

and state an opinion: 

 Read and discuss the introductions of a variety of published pieces—both in print 

and through technology. 

 Model writing introductions. 
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 Have students practice writing introductions—listing the text or topic, then their 

opinion, followed by their reasons. 

To teach students organizational structure and group related ideas and reasons to 

support the writer’s purpose: 

 Demonstrate for students by writing reasons on note cards and add facts and 

details to each.  Organize note cards in the order they would be written. 

 Have students follow this process, but have students write one reason with facts 

and details and check with you before moving on to the next reason so you can see 

that their work is sufficient. 

To use linking words, phrases, or clauses: 

 Brainstorm linking words to use in opinion writing and notice them in published 

texts.  Have these words displayed or accessible for students.  Specifically include 

the words for your grade-level expectations. 

 Model and have students practice writing opinion sentences with linking words, 

phrases, or clauses. 

 

 

To teach students how to conclude by relating to the opinion presented: 

 Read the conclusions of a variety of published pieces to observe how authors 

conclude their opinion pieces.  Create a classroom chart of different types. 

 Model for students how to write a conclusion. 

 Have students practice writing multiple conclusions. 

 Have students highlight their opinion in the introduction and then in the conclusion 

to ensure that it matches. 

To have students produce writing that is clear and coherent: 

 Teach explicitly what task, purpose, and audience are. 

 Model in front of the students writing the same topic for different audiences and 

different tasks and have students notice how the pieces differ. 

 Model for students how writers add and remove information in their pieces to 

achieve clarity.  Using a tablet or document camera, write a draft and then “think 

aloud” what you could remove and why.  Then find a section where you could add 

more and model how you would do that. 

 Have students read through their writing and highlight any words or sections that 

could be removed. 

 . 

 

To have students ensure that their writing is effectively organized: 
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 Model for students how to organize a paper.  Write an example, or create a model 

with the students. 

 Have students create some sort of map, outline, or plan before writing to improve 

the organization of the writing. 

 Allow students to “talk it through” with a partner to ensure the organization makes 

sense. 

 
 
To improve students’ capacity to revise, edit, or rewrite: 

 Explicitly teach what each of these things mean and how they differ in the writing 

process.  Provide ample opportunities for students to practice each one separately. 

 Teach students specific goals of editing—and then model for students.  At the 

intermediate level, editing is often capitalization, punctuation, usage, and spelling.  

Have students practice both independently and with peers to improve the editing in 

their own pieces. 

 After modeling for the class, have students read each other’s papers, stopping at 

any point to jot a question in the margin about some aspect of the writing that they 

do not understand. 

 Offer editing checklists for students to fill out prior to finalizing so that they are 

reflective of their own editing skills. 

 Pull together “Needs-based groups” to reteach/reinforce specific editing skills. 

 Teach students how to confer with each other for specific purposes—revision or 

editing conferences.  Encourage them to ask their peers for feedback on their 

writing. 

 Provide class time for sharing writing with peers, small groups, or whole class 

(author’s chair) to gain feedback on writing. 

 Provide explicit feedback on student writing.  This could be in the form of one-on-

one conferences, rubrics, or written feedback.  Teach the writer, not the writing, and 

keep in mind that words have power—both positive and negative.  Feedback should 

be framed in a positive manner. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 
Performance Task #4 Scoring Guide 
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4 3 
 

2 
 

1 

□ All “Proficient” 
criteria plus: 
 

 Provided 
at least 4 
reasons to 
support 
opinion 

 Complete graphic 
organizer 
 

 Used graphic 
organizer to write 
opinion piece 

 

 Has an introduction 

 Clearly stated 
opinion 

 Gave several 
reasons 

 Supported the 
reasons with details 

 Used linking words 

 Has a conclusion 
 

 Meets 6-7 of 
the “Proficient” 
criteria 

 

 Meets fewer 
than 6 of the 
“Proficient” 
criteria 

 Task to be 
repeated after 
re-teaching 

 Comments: 
 

 

Key 

4 = Exceeding the Standards 

3= Meeting the Standards 

2= Approaching the Standard 

1= Below Standard 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Interdisciplinary Connections and 
Related Focus Standards 

Specific to Task #4 

21st Century Learning Skills 
Specific to Task #4 
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Research-Based Effective  
Teaching Strategies 

21st Century Learning Skills 

 Check all those that apply to the unit: 
 

❑ Identifying Similarities and Differences 

X Summarizing and Note Taking 

X Reinforcing Effort, Providing Recognition 

❑ Homework and Practice 

❑ Nonlinguistic Representations 

X Cooperative Learning 

❑ Setting Objectives, Providing Feedback 

❑ Generating and Testing Hypotheses 

X Cues, Questions, and Advance Organizers 

X Interdisciplinary Non-Fiction Writing 

 Check all those that apply to the unit: 
 

X Teamwork and Collaboration 
X Initiative and Leadership 
X Curiosity and Imagination 
X Innovation and Creativity  
X Critical thinking and Problem Solving 
X Flexibility and Adaptability 
X Effective Oral and Written 
Communication 
X Accessing and Analyzing Information 

❑ Other 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 Check all those that apply to the task: 

 

√   Technology/multimedia 

N.J.C.C.C.S. Technology 

Standards: 

8.1.4.A.1 

Demonstrate effective input of text 

and data using an input device.    

❑  Math 

❑  Science 

❑  Social Studies 

❑  Art/Music 

√   Other 

SL.4.1 

 

 Check all those that apply for each task:  
 

❑ Teamwork and Collaboration 

√   Initiative and Leadership 

❑ Curiosity and Imagination 

√  Innovation and Creativity  

❑ Critical thinking and Problem Solving 

❑ Flexibility and Adaptability 

√  Effective Oral and Written Communication 

❑ Accessing and Analyzing Information 

❑ Other 
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Differentiation 

Strategies 

(Additional 
Supports + 

Enrichment) 

Intervention 
Strategies 

 

Specially Designed 
Instruction for 

Special Education 
Students 

Strategies for English 
Language Learners 

-Access prior 
knowledge 

 Provide 
multiple 
examples to 
reinforce 
concepts/skills
. 

 Answer 
questions 
before 
instruction or 
while students 
are reading 
new material. 

 Help students 
organize what 
they know 
using 
advanced 
organizers. 

 
-Student 
Engagement 

 Present 
information 
through 
multiple 
formats and 
media. 

 Allow students 
to practice 
with supports, 
as needed or 
appropriate. 

 
Enrichment: 

Tier 1 
-Circulate 
among students 
and observe 
and question as 
they are working 
 
-Provide clearly 
written 
directions and 
instructions in a 
step-by-step 
manner with 
illustrations and 
use as few 
words as 
possible. 
 
-Use visuals, 
charts, and 
models for 
concept 
reinforcement. 
 
Tier 2 
-use 
technological 
tools or 
computer 
software to 
allow students 
to access 
content in 
multiple ways. 
 
-use multi-
sensory 
techniques to 

-Review I.E.P. to 
develop specific 
interventions and 
strategies for those 
students with Special 
Needs. 
 
-Below are some 
suggestions: 

 Alter the 
environment 
to provide low-
distraction 
work areas. 

 Break 
assignment 
into short, 
sequential 
steps. 

 Create a safe 
environment 
for learning by 
employing 
effective 
motivational 
techniques. 

 Use 
cooperative 
learning and 
games that 
involve 
partners and 
small group. 
 

 

-Visual Associations: 

 Vocabulary Center 

 Marzano’s 
Vocabulary with  
squares diagram 

 Reread to reinforce 
vocabulary 

 Secure  attention 
with visual aides 

 Provide step-by-
step written 
directions/instructio
ns. 
 

-Small group instruction or 
work: 

 Use vocabulary 
games to develop, 
review, or extend 
concepts. 

 Incorporate 
literature and 
computer 
technology as a 
means to gather 
information. 

 Present new 
information using 
outlines and notes 

 Review material 
using oral activities 
in small group or 
with partners prior 
to independent 
work. 

 Use graphic 
organizer. 
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 Pick higher 
level books  

 Choose higher 
level guided 
questions 

 

present 
information 
 
-use graphic 
organizers to 
focus attention 
on key 
elements, 
concepts or 
ideas. 
 
Tier 3 
-Use 
technological 
tools and 
computer 
software to 
allow students 
to access 
content in 
multiple ways. 
 
-monitor student 
understanding 
continuously. 
 
-Increase the 
amount of 
practice 
opportunities 
using multiple 
modalities. 
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Instructional Resources and Materials 

Physical Technology-Based 

Using classroom and school library:  

Use non-fiction books and related 

materials specific to the places they are 

researching.  Also include Social 

Studies, Science, and related content 

areas. 

 

Comprehension Tool-Kit: 

Book 3 - Asking Questions 

Book 5- Determining Importance 

 

 

Units of Study in Opinion, 

Information, and Narrative Writing by 

Lucy Caulkins  

Grade 3 Unit 3:  OPINION 

Changing the World: Persuasive 

Speeches, Petitions, and 

Editorials 

 

 
 
 
Wonders Resources: 
 
Make a brochure 
 
Literature Anthology 
Unit 1 A Landmark Street 98-99    
Unit 3 Amazing Wildlife of the Mojave 
326-339  
Unit 5 Trash into Art 412-415  
Unit 5 Power for All 461  
Unit 6 Out of this World 515 
 
Reading/Writing Workshop 
Unit 1 Weekly Concept 82-83 

Forms and tips on researching a topic: 
http://www.humbleisd.net/cms/lib2/tx010
01414/centricity/domain/29/researchguid
eelem.pdf 
 
 
Task 1 
http://www.readwritethink.org/files/resource
s/lesson_images/lesson961/Things2Includ
e.pdf 
 
 
Task 2=Graphic organizer for research 
 
http://www.scholastic.com/teachers/sites/d
efault/files/posts/u133/pdfs/independent_re
search_organizer.pdf 
 
Task 2- Research Tips 
 
http://www.edutopia.org/blog/elementary-
research-mary-beth-hertz 
 
 
Other resources: 
 
http://www.tesol.org/docs/default-
source/new-resource-library/let's-take-a-
trip!.pdf?sfvrsn=0 
http://www.readwritethink.org/parent-
afterschool-resources/activities-
projects/design-travel-brochure-
30297.html?main-tab=2#tabs 
 
 
Sample Brochure Checklists and 
Resources 
http://view.officeapps.live.com/op/view.asp
x?src=http%3A%2F%2Fdesktoppub.about.
com%2Flibrary%2Fweekly%2Fbrochures.d
oc 
 

http://www.humbleisd.net/cms/lib2/tx01001414/centricity/domain/29/researchguideelem.pdf
http://www.humbleisd.net/cms/lib2/tx01001414/centricity/domain/29/researchguideelem.pdf
http://www.humbleisd.net/cms/lib2/tx01001414/centricity/domain/29/researchguideelem.pdf
http://www.readwritethink.org/files/resources/lesson_images/lesson961/Things2Include.pdf
http://www.readwritethink.org/files/resources/lesson_images/lesson961/Things2Include.pdf
http://www.readwritethink.org/files/resources/lesson_images/lesson961/Things2Include.pdf
http://www.scholastic.com/teachers/sites/default/files/posts/u133/pdfs/independent_research_organizer.pdf
http://www.scholastic.com/teachers/sites/default/files/posts/u133/pdfs/independent_research_organizer.pdf
http://www.scholastic.com/teachers/sites/default/files/posts/u133/pdfs/independent_research_organizer.pdf
http://www.edutopia.org/blog/elementary-research-mary-beth-hertz
http://www.edutopia.org/blog/elementary-research-mary-beth-hertz
http://www.tesol.org/docs/default-source/new-resource-library/let's-take-a-trip!.pdf?sfvrsn=0
http://www.tesol.org/docs/default-source/new-resource-library/let's-take-a-trip!.pdf?sfvrsn=0
http://www.tesol.org/docs/default-source/new-resource-library/let's-take-a-trip!.pdf?sfvrsn=0
http://www.readwritethink.org/parent-afterschool-resources/activities-projects/design-travel-brochure-30297.html?main-tab=2#tabs
http://www.readwritethink.org/parent-afterschool-resources/activities-projects/design-travel-brochure-30297.html?main-tab=2#tabs
http://www.readwritethink.org/parent-afterschool-resources/activities-projects/design-travel-brochure-30297.html?main-tab=2#tabs
http://www.readwritethink.org/parent-afterschool-resources/activities-projects/design-travel-brochure-30297.html?main-tab=2#tabs
http://view.officeapps.live.com/op/view.aspx?src=http%3A%2F%2Fdesktoppub.about.com%2Flibrary%2Fweekly%2Fbrochures.doc
http://view.officeapps.live.com/op/view.aspx?src=http%3A%2F%2Fdesktoppub.about.com%2Flibrary%2Fweekly%2Fbrochures.doc
http://view.officeapps.live.com/op/view.aspx?src=http%3A%2F%2Fdesktoppub.about.com%2Flibrary%2Fweekly%2Fbrochures.doc
http://view.officeapps.live.com/op/view.aspx?src=http%3A%2F%2Fdesktoppub.about.com%2Flibrary%2Fweekly%2Fbrochures.doc
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Unit 3 Genre 222 
Unit 5 Shared Read, Rescue Dogs 
Save the Day 364 
 

 Research the City of Plainfield 
 
Literature Anthology 
Unit 2 Deltona Is Going Batty 122-123  
Unit 5 Susan B. Anthony Takes Action 
455 
 
Reading/Writing Workshop 
Unit 5 Weekly Concept 372-373 
 

 Create a tour/map 
 
Literature Anthology 
Unit 1 A Landmark Street 98-99  
Unit 2 Next Stop, America! 142-145  
Unit 2 Help the Manatees! 186  
Unit 3 Riding the Rails West! 272-275  
Unit 6 Alligators and Crocodiles 526-
527 
 
Reading/Writing Workshop 
Unit 1 Shared Read, A Natural Beauty 
86-89 
Unit 2 Shared Read, Kids to the Rescue 
154 
Unit 3 Shared Read, The Long Road to 
Oregon 247 
Unit 4 Genre 298 
Unit 6 Shared Read, Butterflies Big and 
Small 450 
 
 

http://www.readwritethink.org/files/resource
s/lesson_images/lesson961/Things2Includ
e.pdf 

 
 

 
 
 
Sample brochure templates can be found 
in: 
 
Microsoft Publisher 
Word 2013 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.readwritethink.org/files/resources/lesson_images/lesson961/Things2Include.pdf
http://www.readwritethink.org/files/resources/lesson_images/lesson961/Things2Include.pdf
http://www.readwritethink.org/files/resources/lesson_images/lesson961/Things2Include.pdf
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